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Teledyne Optech to Showcase Innovative Geospatial Solutions at ILMF 

Vaughan, ON, Canada – Teledyne Optech is pleased to announce they will be exhibiting the latest in 

lidar survey and mapping solutions at the International LiDAR Mapping Forum (ILMF), January 28 to 30th 

in Denver, Colorado.  

Learn about Optech’s impressive lineup of mapping systems which includes the most versatile terrestrial 

laser scanner on the market, the Polaris TLS™, the ultra-light and portable Maverick™ mobile mapping 

system featuring Optech’s LMS Pro software, and the award winning Galaxy™ PRIME with SwathTRAK™. 

As well, attendees will have the opportunity to dive deeper into the capabilities of Teledyne Optech’s 

Coastal Zone Mapping and Imaging Lidar (CZMIL) system during the conference. 

Representatives from Teledyne CARIS will also be on hand with their innovative software solutions 

designed to increase efficiency in bathymetry survey operations by optimizing downstream workflows 

with data quality and management that supports a fusion of topo-bathymetric lidar and sonar sensor 

data.  

Join representatives at stand 415 to learn about next generation solutions designed to elevate your 

survey and mapping operations to the next level of precision, accuracy, and efficiency.  

About Teledyne Optech and Teledyne CARIS 

With over 70 years of combined experience as leaders in the geospatial realm, Teledyne Optech and 

Teledyne CARIS offer a comprehensive and powerful data fusion solution using the latest lidar and 

software capabilities to capture and visualize incredible datasets from ocean floor to mountain top. 

Individually, each company offers best-in-class solutions. Together, they combine and leverage each 

other’s strengths to provide the deepest and most complete geospatial portfolio on the market. 

Teledyne Optech and Teledyne CARIS are part of the Teledyne Imaging Group. 

About Teledyne Imaging  

Teledyne Imaging is a group of leading-edge technology companies aligned within the Teledyne brand. 

With unrivalled expertise across the electromagnetic spectrum and decades of experience, the group 

offers world-leading capabilities in sensing, signal generation and processing. The collective delivers 

innovative solutions to aerospace, defense, geospatial, machine and industrial vision, medical and life 

sciences, semiconductors and MEMs. For more information, visit teledyneimaging.com  
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